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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

When the souls unite themselves to My Purpose of redemption, conversion and love, the wounds,
opened by humanity in My Spirit, are closed by the impetus of the devotion and of the love that the
souls have for My Merciful Heart.

For this, in these times, to live in the humility and in the simplicity of life without seeking any result
for oneself quickly awakens the union of your hearts with My Christic Laws of Consecration and
Redemption. In this way My Heart deposits upon the disciples the knowledge of the pure and of the
divine so that you may always aspire to live this aim and this purpose.

As the times are changing quickly, My Peace impregnates all those who sincerely open themselves
to receive it. For this reason My Heart nourishes the essences in fraternity and in love because all of
them must be born to the Spirit of God as new dwelling places.

When I arrive to the world day by day I transmit to you My Sacerdotal Words, all those who open
their ears to listen to Me receive from Me the invisible source of My Mercy. It arrives directly into
your hearts and lives with the purpose of transforming you into servers of God.

I talk today to the depths of your hearts, seeking your true linking and union with Me in a true way
so that may be filled that empty space in the consciousness, that which still needs much love and
healing. My rays arrive to the world to be radiated upon all of the souls. In this way My
Consciousness forms the new disciples and they, in love, encounter the true path that I indicate to
them to pass through.

Without regrets nor spiritual pain I send through the world the soldiers who must announce again
My Savior Words to the world but who also must consecrate themselves to My Sacred Heart so that
in their memories may be erased the past and enter the light of the Spirit of God.

Thus, it will be fundamental that all be more charitable because through the Source of My Mercy
the evils that the world lives will be able to be remedied. Many will come closer to you because
they will recognize My savior and luminous Presence, for this open yourselves so that My Heart
may be able to redeem those who for a long time have been waiting to get to know Me.

Under the Divine Grace of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for listening to My words with attention and for guarding them in the heart!

Christ Jesus.


